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Abstract: Information Centric Network (ICN) moves the internet from being host-based to become content-based.
ICN provides in-network caching, named-based routing and multicast support. ICN cache the content into nodes
in the network based on caching and replacement strategies. In this paper, we propose a caching and replacement
strategies for content in Content-Centric Network (CCN). The caching strategy will choose the node that will be
cached on based on the network topology. The proposed replacement strategy will take in its consideration the
number of resources that the content has been consumed and if the content has been requested recently or not. To
evaluate our proposed work, we use a ccnSim simulator, and the simulation results show that our proposed caching
strategy provides more significant result than the Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) strategy and the replacement
strategy provide more significant result than the Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement strategy.
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1 Introduction
Information Centric Network (ICN) has gained atten-
tion from the research community after Van Jacobson
in [1] identify the basic paradigm shift in the internet
services [2]. The difference between the current inter-
net and ICN is that ICN has the ability to use names of
the content/data/information 1 instead of the content
host address to reach the content. The main advantage
ICN provides that it will increase the delivery speed of
serves [3]. ICN moves the internet from being host-
based to become content-based. The main reasoning
of this shifting that is users are more interesting of the
content rather than the source location [2] [4].

Nodes/Hop/Router 2 in ICN have the ability to
store a copy of content that has pass through it since
they are equipped with cache memory. In-network
caching is one of the features provided by the ICN that
will cache the traversed content based on the caching
and replacement strategy has been identified in each
node [5]. There are several caching and replacement
strategy each one of them takes in its consideration
different aspects. Different projects have been work-
ing on in ICN. Content-Centric Network is one of the
ICN project [6] [7].

In this paper, we propose a caching and replace-
ment strategy for CCN content. The proposed caching

1The terms will be used interchangeably
2The terms will be used interchangeably

strategy aims to choose some node to cache on it and
avoid caching on the whole path. The proposed re-
placement strategy is considered the number of re-
sources that have been consumed in the stored content
and aims to not sacrificed this content faster.

Our specific contribution includes the following:
(1) Design caching strategy that varies between the
nodes that will cache on it based on path length, which
will reduce caching the contents in the same node.
(2) Design replacement strategy that considers the
resources that the content has been consuming it to
reach this point and the content desired level.

This paper organized as following, Section 2
shows an overview about ICN. Related works for
caching and replacement strategy are shown in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 describes our proposed scheme. Re-
sult and Evaluation are shown in Section 5. Conclud-
ing the paper in Section 6.

2 Background
Since the beginning of the internet it was running over
the TCP/IP protocol, which is host-based and the in-
formation is routed for exchange based on the network
address, the internet was designed for handling the
communication needed when the aim of network was
to share expensive and scarce resources [6] [7] [8].
The internet was not designed to handle the new re-
quirement that generated by the enormous growth of
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the internet, examples of some of the new require-
ments are security, mobility, support for scalable con-
tent distribution. This increasing number of machines
led to the importance of having a solution to solve the
IPs problem, which is the increasing number of ma-
chines while the IPs are limited in numbers. Informa-
tion Centric Network (ICN) is one of the suggestion
solution to overcome this problem [1] [8].

The internet communications are based on where
the content located, while end users care about the
content itself rather than its location. ICN replaces
the where with what. Instead of searching where is
the content located, it searches about what is the de-
sired contents. This move the internet from host-
based to content-based, thus the place of where the
content is stored will not be associated with it when
searching of specific content [1] [8]. ICN network is
based on named content, ICN named the information
at the network layer, this could deliver the data faster
to the users by using in-network caching and mul-
ticast mechanisms supported by ICN. Each content
has unique, persistent and location-independent name.
ICN is aimed to improve the reflect of current and fea-
ture needs better than the current internet architecture.
ICN provides in-network caching, named-based rout-
ing, multicast support and easy data access [6] [9].

Content Centric Network (CCN) and Named Data
Network (NDN) are popular ICN projects. We will fo-
cus our talk in this paper about them. A survey about
other projects in ICN can be found in [6] [7].

Content Centric Network is one of the ICN archi-
tecture. CCN start as research project at the Palo Alto
Research Center (PARC) [3] [7]. There are two types
of packets in CCN: interest packet and data packet. In-
terest packet sends by a client to request a content by
its name. Data packet is the response for the interest
packet with desired content. Interest packets request
the contents by their names, this name is a prefix of
the content name in data packet, the content will be
satisfies if the name match. Name in CCN are binary
object composed number of components, opaque and
hierarchical [1].

CCN node has three main data structure Pend-
ing Interest Table (PIT), Forwarding Information Base
(FIB), and Content Store (CS). PIT is responsible of
keeping track the interest upstream toward the pro-
ducer, thus the returned data packet can send down-
stream to the client. FIB is used to forward the inter-
est packet to the possible producer that can have the
data packet. CS is like memory buffer used to store
data packet since the same data packet can be used by
different user, CS have different replacement strategy
and try to keep data packet as long as possible [1].
Named Data Network (NDN) is a US funded project
and its predecessor to the CCN [6] [10].

Caching can be defined as having data stored tem-
porarily on a small memory for future use. In ICN the
request of content (interest packet) received by a node
can be coming from a user or was forwarded by an-
other node of the network. If the requested content
(data packet) is found in the node content store, the
request will be met immediately otherwise it will be
forwarded towards the content producer. When the
request is satisfied and return back to the user it will
be cached into node content store if the node cache
strategy is fit on it [11].

The in-network caching provides transparent and
ubiquitous caching, to improve network resource uti-
lization and speed up the content distribution. The
caching is transparent and there is no need to specific
application to cache a content. Caching in ICN are
ubiquitous and there are no longer a fixed cache point
(any node can be a cache) and this will make a content
availability more subtle [9] [12].

Caching can be done on the delivery path called
on-path cache, or at any node in the network called
off-path cache. Off-path caching require additional
processes and ICN projects does not have the di-
rect capability to handle it, in contrast of the on-path
caching that ICN project have the capability to handle
it. In NDN to apply the off-path caching the rout-
ing information needs to upgrade. Off-path caching
increase the availability of content in the whole net-
work regardless of the delivery path used. In on-path
caching the content caching is limited to the nodes on
the delivery path. In this paper we will focus in on-
path caching, since its supported by ICN projects [3]
[13].

The advantage of in-network caching in ICN that
is satisfy the requests can be done faster than retrieve
data packet from original producer by caching data
packet in network [6]. There are several caching and
replacing strategy has been used to cache and replace
the cached data in ICN in the following section we
will highlight some popular caching and replacement
strategy.

3 Related Work
To cache a content into cache we have the caching and
replacement strategies has been used, these two strate-
gies may complement each other [13]. Caching strat-
egy is used to determine which content to be cached
and in which node. A replacement strategy is a strat-
egy used to determine which content is will be chosen
to eliminate from the cache memory when the cache is
full [7]. The need of caching and replacement strategy
is that the caches are limited in term of size [13].

There are several caching and replacement strate-
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gies proposed, in this section we will cover some of
these strategies that used for ICN content.

3.1 Caching Strategy
Caching strategy can be based on one characteristic
or several characteristics combined together to reach
the caching decision. Leave copy everywhere (LCE),
Leave Copy Down (LCD), Popcache and Betw are
some of the caching strategy that based on one char-
acteristic [4] [12] [14].

The default caching strategy in NDN/CCN is
the LCE. LCE will leave a copy of the content in
each node along the path from producer to end user.
LCE can be considered as a probability strategy with
caching probability equal to one in each node. LCE
designed to reduce user access time to a content and
minimize the frequent download from content pro-
ducer. The main disadvantage of this strategy is the
redundancy of caching and this strategy is causing the
low utilization of cache resources [7] [12].

To reduce cache redundancy in ICN the LCD is
designed. LCD caches the content only at the direct
downstream node of the node that cache hit occurs on
it. Popular content tend to be cached close to the end
users [7] [12].

The authors in [4] propose a cache less for more
approach, the content will be cached into the node that
have higher probability to get cache hit. The strat-
egy is based on the betweenness centrality (Betw) for
each node, the content will be cached at the node
that have a betweenness value that equal or higher
than the betweenness value attached with the con-
tent. They propose also an approach for between-
ness that support dynamic network (EgoBetw), nodes
will calculate their betweenness based on ego network
rather than the entire network. Betw obtain the best
server and hop reduction ratio across different topol-
ogy, while EgoBetw in nonregular topologies approx-
imately closely the Betw.

Popcache policy is based on popularity, the pop-
ular content cached close to the user while unpopu-
lar content will be cached close to the server. Pop-
cache achieve high performance when Zipf exponent
is high. [14].

Several approaches have been proposed in [5]
[15] [16] [17] and [18]. All of these approaches com-
bine some characteristic to elect the data content to be
cached. These approaches depend on several charac-
teristic and may modify some of the popular caching
strategy to apply it on specific scenario.

In [15] the probCache has been proposed.That
cache the content based on probability depend on ca-
pability of paths as well as the distance between end
user and producer. The probability to cache will be

increased if the content get close to the end user and
the cache is big in term of size. Their work decreased
the cache evictions comparing with universal caching
strategies. PropCache saves server hit and to hit a con-
tent in a cache its reduce the number of hops needed.

The caching policy proposed in [5] is MAx-Gain
In-network Caching (MAGIC). MAGIC depends on
the content popularity and hop reduction. This strat-
egy takes in its consideration the placing gain which
is the product of content popularity and number of
hop from server to this node. while the replacement
penalty is the minimum placing gain value in the path.
To cache a content data into a node in the path, that
node must have the highest local gain between the
other nodes. The local gain is the difference between
the placing gain in that node and the replacement
penalty in the path. They take the replacement penalty
in their account to reduce the caching operation. Their
work shows that when the cache capacity is limited the
performance is well.

In [16] the author proposes the first study on
caching mechanism for IoT data in in-network cache.
Where the probability of caching depends on the
freshness level of data in wired network as well as
the distance between producer and end users. The re-
quester requests some level of freshness. They focus
on the cost benefit of caching in-network. Cost func-
tion is depending on several factors like data fresh-
ness, level of freshness that has been requested and
the multi-hop cost. The nodes dynamically change
their caching probability based on cost function, the
probability of caching can be increased or decreased.
There are trade-off between data freshness and multi-
hop cost.

In [17] probabilistic CAching STrategy for the
INternet of thinGs (pCASTING) proposed a caching
policy for wireless network. This cache policy is util-
ity function based on the content and the Internet of
Things (IoT) device attributes. Device attributes are
the energy level of the device (remaining energy in
the node) and cache occupancy. While the content at-
tribute is the data freshness. The relationship between
cache occupancy and the probability of cache is re-
versed, and the relation between data freshness and
energy level with caching probability is positive re-
lation. pCASTING was effective in term of energy
consumption and content retrieval delay.

WAVE is a chunk-based caching strategy based
on content popularity. The number of chunks that
will be cached in the downstream node has been rec-
ommended by the upstream node. Number of chunk
is increased exponentially with increasing number of
requests. The first chunk will be cached into the
first node close to the server. Each node will cache
a chunks coming from its upstream node, therefore
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the cache will be hop-by-hop toward the end user.
WAVE have achieved the less frequent cache replace-
ments and higher cache hit ratio than other on-demand
caching schemes [18].

3.2 Replacement Strategy
Cache is filled after a certain amount of running time.
Since that, a replacement strategy is needed to cache
a new upcoming content [2]. Replacement strategies
can be categorized based on several characteristics has
been proposed in for example, Time to Live (TTL),
popularity, usage time and others. These characteris-
tics can be used by them self or combining some of
them together to obtain a strategy.

The most popular replacement strategy is least re-
cently used (LRU), least frequently used (LFU), TTL
and first in first out (FIFO), each of these replacement
strategy is depending on a single characteristic. FIFO
is considered a simple and easy replacement strategy,
that remove the first cached content when the cache
is full and there is a new content need to be cached,
the upcoming content will be added at the end of the
cache. The shortcoming of this strategy that it does
not aware about the popularity and expiration time
of content, therefore a valuable content could be re-
moved [2] [7].

LRU is simple and popular replacement strategy
in ICN architecture that remove the content that has
not been used in a while. This strategy cannot con-
sider the expiration time of content. [2] [19]. The LFU
replacement strategy will remove the content that has
no popularity but this strategy considers as a complex
replacement strategy [2].

Replacement policy that depend on more than one
characteristic has been proposed in [2], [19], [20] and
[21]. In [2] the authors propose a hybrid replacement
strategy that combine the time and LRU. They intro-
duce a new term called Time to Use (TTU) which is
a time stamp of a content that specifies the using time
for a content. Their proposed work calculates TTU
for arrived content and will not save incoming content
if the average request time is higher than TTU, since
this content will expire before next request. The LRU
will be applied once the cache is filled and there is a
new incoming content need to be cached.

Least frequent recently used (LFRU) replacement
policy has been proposed in [19]. LFRU will divide
the cache into two non-equal parts the small part will
contain the LRU contents and eliminate the LFU con-
tent from the small part. The cache network with the
proposed LFRU is convergent and ergodic.

In [21] the authors propose a caching replacement
mechanism based on data type. They classify data
types into three categories based on data sensitivity in

term of delay, data age based and demand based data.
The utility function is used to choose what data

will be replaced on the CS. The data with least value
of utility function will be dropped. Priority the data
been stored is based on the application that has been
used. Their work uses learning and reasoning tech-
nique to increase data hit ratio and reduce the time
require to retrieve the data.

Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC) is a self-
tuning, low-overhead algorithm proposed in [20].
Two LRU pages list are maintained by ARC. First one
maintains the recently pages that have been recently
seen once. Second page maintain the high frequency
pages that has been seen more than once recently. Al-
gorithm caches only a portion of the pages on these
lists. ARC try to make the two-list similar in size and
balance between workload recency and frequency fea-
tures.

4 Analytical Model and Proposed
Scheme

In CCN the content retrieved using the following pro-
cedures:

• End user sends an interest packet to request a
content by content name.

• The interest packet will be forwarded into the
producer of the content.

• When an interest packet arrives into a node the
node will first check its content store (CS) to find
out if the content is in its cache or not.

• If the content has been found and cache hit oc-
cur the request will be satisfied and answer with
data packet, the data packet will be send along
the reversed path.

• If the content not in the CS the interest will be
forward based on FIT and an entry in PIT will be
created for each outgoing request.

• Once the content has been found it will return as
data packet along the reversed path, nodes in the
path will determine if it will cache the content or
not.

Considering a network topology with set of nodes
(routers) N among which U ⊆ N is the set of con-
tent producer. Routers are connected randomly with
each other and with clients. Clients are the end user,
they create the interest packet. Each node j (j ∈ N)
equipped with CS that can cache until Ci conents, PIT
and FIT. The caching and replacement strategies are
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Figure 1: CCN System Model

the same in the whole network. Figure 1 shows an
overview of the system model.

In this paper, we introduce a caching and replac-
ing strategy. The caching strategy used is Xon-path
caching. The proposed Xon path is a caching strat-
egy that varies between the nodes that will cache on
it; thus the cache will not full quickly, and different
nodes will be chosen to cache on it even if the end
user is the same user. For example, if the path be-
tween node Y and Z is A, B, C, D, E. and the path
between W and Z is B, C, D, E. We will cache the
content in the fourth node which will be node D in the
first path and in the node E in the second path using
the proposed caching strategy which avoids caching
in the same node with different paths. The cache will
be in as shown in equation (1).

Cache = X ∗ i (1)

Where the value of X>0 and i = 1, 2, 3, ., n. The
network designer will choose the X value, and this
value should be determined carefully if the value is
a small number this may result with full the cache
quickly and seem similar to cache on the whole path,
while if the value is a high number the cache may
not occur. While i is the factor that increments the X
value. For example as shown in Figure 2 we have the
X value = 3. Since that the nodes chosen in each path
to cache on it is the third node, sixth node, ninth node
and so on. The node will be chosen to be cache on it
will be different in each request since the path will
be changed, this will distribute the caching between
nodes randomly and could result with caching some
content near the end user and producer. The increase
of the nodes number in the path the more caching will
happen. If the end user close to the producer (less
than X nodes between them) no caching is needed.
The proposed strategy called Xon-path.
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Figure 2: Example of the Xon-path Caching Strategy

Algorithm 1 HLRU Replacement Strategy
Hops =Get the number of hop the data content travel
if Cache is empty then

Increase cache size // (Cache content at top of
the cache)
Value = 1
TotalValue = Value + Hops
Set as MRU
Set as LRU

else
P→older = MRU // (Set the MRU as older for
new content)
MRU→ newer = P // (Set the new content as
newer for MRU)
MRU = P // (Set the new content as MRU)
Value = MRU→value +1
TotalValue = Value + Hops
if Cache is full then

Divide the cache into two non-equal size
Take the last small size
Take the minimum TotalValue between these
content
Delete from cache
Reduce the cache size

end
Cache the element at the top of the cache

end

The proposed replacing strategy Hop-based Least
Recently Used (HLRU) is based on the number of
hops through which the data packet was traveling
from the data producer until reaching this node, as
well as based on if it has been requested recently or
not. HLRU is considering the content desired level
if it has been recently used or not and the number of
resources that the content has been used to reach this
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point. The proposed strategy will not quickly sacrifice
the content that has traveled through many hops. The
proposed replacing strategy will divide the cache into
two non-equal halves when the caching eviction hap-
pens and evict the content form the small part since it
will contain the contents that possible to be removed.
The eviction will be based on the TotalValue value that
is a combination of the number of hops with the de-
sired level of the content.

For each node in the network, we will apply the
following algorithm (Algorithm 1) when the content
satisfies the caching decision. Algorithm 1 shows how
the content will be stored in the cache and which con-
tent will be removed when the cache is full. The algo-
rithm parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Algorithm Parameter

Parameter Description

Hops
Number of hops between producer and
this node.

P
Object contain the content will be
cached associated with special parameter.

Value The usage value of the content.
TotalValue Indicate the content total value.
MRU The most recently used content.
LRU The least recently used content.

For each content arrive to the node and satisfy the
caching decision to be cached, set the Hops to the
number of hops the content travel from producer to
reach this node, this value is important since if its high
that imply the content has been travel for long time
and consumed a lot of resources and we do not want
to sacrifice it quickly. If the cache is empty and does
not have any content the content will be store and rec-
ognize as MRU and LRU since its the only content in
the cache. The Value will be set to one since the cache
is empty, Value represent the position on the cache if it
has been request recently or not comparing with other
content in the cache. TotalValue will be the combina-
tion between Value and Hops. This value will reduce
the probability of removing the content that still has
been requested or the content has been travel a lot.
If the cache is not empty then the MRU the content
in the top of the cache will be the second content in
the cache and the new content will be set as MRU.
The Value will be set to be the Value of the new sec-
ond content (the old MRU) increasing by one. If the
cache is full then the last small part of the cache will
be taken to choose a content from it to be evicted. The
last small part will contain the LRU content. Com-
paring their TotalValue to choose the minimum value
between them to be the evicted content. The new con-

tent will be cached at the top of the cache to be the
MRU content.

When looking for data in the cache and it has
been found the content will be moved to the top of
the cache, set as MRU, and the TotalValue will be up-
dated. If its already the content is MRU nothing will
be changed. Otherwise the request will be forward to
another node.

5 Experiments and Result

5.1 Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of our work we use a cc-
nSim simulator. CcnSim is built over the Omnet++
framework and its C++ package. CcnSim is chunk
level simulator for CCN [22]. The simulation param-
eters are summarized in Table 2. That we have 32
clients in our simulation, using a tree for the network
topology with 63 active nodes with cache size equal
to 102. The file size is one chunk, and we have 103
files. The number of repositories is one and the type of
content distribution is the Independent Request Model
(IRM). The used forward strategy is Shortest Path
Routing (SPR). The lambda value is equal to 20 and
X value is 3.

Table 2: Simulation Setup

Variable Value
Client 32
Network Topology Tree
Active Node 63
File size 1 chunk
File in the network 103

Cache size 102

Number of repository 1
Content distribution type IRM
Forwarding strategy SPR
Lambda 20
X 3

5.2 Result

In our experiments we calculate the average hit ra-
tio, average number of hop distance, average time and
average number of eviction to evaluate the proposed
strategies.

The hit ratio is calculated using the following
equation (2).
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HitRatio =
N∑
i

hiti
hiti +Missi

(2)

Where N is the total number of active nodes in the
network. Hit ratio is equal to the summation of each
node hit over the summation of hit and the miss. If
the content is found in a node there will be a hit and if
it is not found then it will be a miss. The average hit
ratio calculated by dividing the hit ratio over the num-
ber of active nodes in the network that receive interest
packets.
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Figure 3: Average Hit Ratio for Different Caching
Strategy
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Figure 4: Average Hit Ratio for Different
Replacement Strategy

We evaluate our proposed caching strategy Xon-
path when the X is chosen to be three. We compare

our Xon-path with LCE and LCD caching strategies
when the replacement strategy is LRU. The results
shown in Figure 3 shows that our proposed caching
strategy provide better result than LCE, since our
strategy distribute the content between nodes and each
request will have different path with different number
of nodes on it, which implies that different node will
be chosen to be cache on in the network. While the
LCE caching strategy will store the content at each
node on the path which implies that the cache will be
filled quickly which means that the content will be re-
placed and dropped rapidly. The evaluation is also
done when the replacement strategy is the proposed
HLRU and the result was similar with different num-
ber.

Evaluating the average hit ratio when the re-
placement strategies are HLRU, LRU and TTL and
the caching strategy is LCE are shown in Figure
4. The results shows that our proposed HLRU is
provide greater result than LRU. The result shows
that the proposed replacement strategy that take in its
consideration the number of hops that the content has
been traveled and does not sacrificed the content that
travelled for long distance quickly will increase the
hit ratio even if the content was not used recently. The
proposed replacement strategy HLRU provide better
result than the replacement strategy that focuses only
on if the content has been used recently or not. The
evaluation is done also when the caching strategy
is LCD and Xon-path and the result is similar with
different numbers.

Average number of hop distance is calculated us-
ing the equation (3).

AvgHopDistance =

∑N
i

(Datasizei∗Hopsi)
(Datasizei+1)

EndUserNumber
(3)

The hop distance calculating is by aggregate the
product of data packet size with number of hops has
been travel over the data packet size +1 this aggrega-
tion will be divided by the number of end user to get
the average value for the hop distance.

When evaluating the strategies using the aver-
age hop distance we are looking for the strategy that
provide minimum distance between end user and the
node contain the content. The average hop distance
evaluation for the proposed caching strategy shows
that our proposed strategy provides better result than
LCE strategy. The results are shown in Figure 5.
Evaluating was done also with different replacement
strategies and the result provided was similar. The re-
sults shows that storing the content on several nodes
on the path when the path is long will provide better
result than the LCE strategy that store the content on
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Figure 5: Average Hop Distance for Different
Caching Strategy
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Figure 6: Average Hop Distance for Different
Replacement Strategy

each node in the path which will full the cache quickly
and this will result of dropping the contents quickly.

Evaluation the average hop distance with differ-
ent replacement strategies and LCE caching strategy
is shown in Figure 6. The results show that the pro-
posed HLRU replacement strategy provide result bet-
ter than the strategy that focus only about if the con-
tent has been used recently or not, which implies that
taking in the consideration the number of hops that
the content has been traveledin the replacement deci-
sion will decrease the distance needed to retrieve the
required content.

The average time is the time required to complete
downloading a file over the number of client. The pro-
posed Xon-path provide a result better than caching
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Figure 7: Average Time for Different Caching
Strategy
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Figure 8: Average Time for Different Replacement
Strategy

strategies that cache on each node in the path since the
time needed to retrieve the content is less as shown
in Figure 7. For the HLRU its provide better result
than LRU when the caching strategies are the pro-
posed Xon-path strategy and LCE as can be seen in
Figure 8.

The evaluation for average number of evictions
happened shows that our proposed Xon-path caching
strategy have low number of eviction compared with
LCE since the LCE caching strategy will cache the
contents at every node in the path which will result
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Figure 9: Average Number of Evictions for Different
Caching Strategy

with filling the cache quickly. The results are shown
in Figure 9.

The proposed Xon-path caching strategy increase
the probability of cache hit and decrease the hop dis-
tance and time since our caching strategy take in its
consideration the number of nodes in the path, that is
with the increasing of the nodes numbers in the path
will result with increase the number of nodes that will
be cached in. The proposed Xon-path strategy de-
crease the eviction number by avoiding caching the
content in each node in the path which is caused to
full the cache quickly and increase the number of evic-
tions.

The proposed HLRU replacement strategy pro-
vide better result than LRU replacement strategy since
in our proposed HLRU replacement strategy the strat-
egy will take in its consideration when evicting a con-
tent, the number of hop that has been travelled to
not sacrificed the content that has been use a lot of
resources to reach this node. Our proposed HLRU
shows increasing of the hit propagability and decreas-
ing of the hop distance and time comparing with LRU
replacement strategy.

6 Conclusion

ICN become a more interesting area to the researcher
at the recent time. ICN use the name of content in-
stead of IP address when searching about a content.
ICN provides in-network caching to deliver the data
faster. In this paper, we propose a caching and re-
placement strategy for CCN. The proposed caching
strategy will cache the content in several nodes based

on path length. While the proposed replacement strat-
egy is a modified version of the LRU replacement
strategy that takes in its consideration the distance be-
tween producer and this node when eliciting a con-
tent. We evaluate our work using a ccnSim simulator.
The results show that the proposed replacement strat-
egy provides better result comparing with LRU re-
placement strategy. While the proposed caching strat-
egy shows greater result comparing with LCE caching
strategy.
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